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a b s t r a c t 

The phase-transformation-like behavior of grain boundaries, where their chemistry, structure and prop- 

erties change discontinuously, is emerging as a fundamental interest in the context of grain boundary 

engineering. The cases studied so far pertain primarily to elemental metals and dilute alloy systems. 

The next step of complexity would be a system still of a single phase structure but involving multi- 

ple and concentrated elements. The recently emerging high/medium entropy alloys (H/MEAs), alterna- 

tively known as complex concentration alloys (CCAs), fit the bill in this regard. Here we use CoCrNi as 

a model CCA to highlight that intricate interatomic interactions influence the grain boundary element 

distribution and consequently phase transitions. By combining classical molecular dynamics simulations 

and first-principles density functional theory calculations, we reveal that grain boundary phase transi- 

tion temperature is sensitive to the grain boundary atomic configuration. The CCA grain boundary with 

random atomic distribution is more apt to transform due to a larger thermodynamic driving force and 

faster diffusion kinetics, compared to a hypothetical reference that bears the same bulk properties but 

no distinguishable constituent components. In contrast, when the three elements redistribute with local 

Ni-clustering and Co–Cr ordering in the grain boundary structure, diffusion is rendered more sluggish, 

delaying grain boundary phase transformation. Our work is a step forward in understanding critical phe- 

nomena in grain boundaries and CCAs, and enriches the knowledge base for materials design via grain 

boundary engineering. 

© 2021 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Grain boundaries (GBs) are essential defects for polycrystalline 

aterials, playing a key role in mechanical, thermal, electrical and 

any other material properties [1–6] . Recent years have seen a 

apid growth of evidence suggesting that the change of GB proper- 

ies can occur via a GB phase transition (also called GB “complex- 

on” transition) that leads to abrupt changes in GB structure and 

hemistry, which in turn drastically alters various GB-sensitive ma- 

erial properties, such as grain growth, activated sintering, ductility 

nd creep [7–16] . Thermodynamically, the GB complexion transi- 

ion occurs when there is a discontinuity in the first or higher- 

rder derivative of GB energy as a function of thermodynamic pa- 

ameters such as temperature, pressure, and chemical potential 
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7 , 17 , 18] . These transitions typically occur independently of bulk 

hase transformations and can be triggered in several ways by 

arying the temperature [18] , pressure [9] , atomic density [19 , 20] ,

nd element segregation [21 , 22] . Among these, the role of element 

egregation on GB phase transformations received special attention 

12 , 22 , 23] , since it is a common phenomenon in most alloys that is

outinely used in alloy design [2 , 24 , 25] . It has been suggested that

he GB phase transitions are affected by the attractive or repulsive 

nteractions and site competition among different elements that 

hange the GB structurally and thermodynamically [7 , 22 , 23 , 26 , 27] . 

However, these studies have focused primarily on dilute binary 

ystems, in which segregation induced structural and energy dis- 

urbance is limited. Little is known about the GB phase transi- 

ion behavior in the recently emerging complex concentration al- 

oys (CCAs) or high/medium entropy alloys (H/MEAs) with multi- 

rincipal elements at high concentrations, in which the presence 

nd interaction of multiple components in GB may produce novel 

hysical phenomena that are unattainable otherwise. For exam- 

le, the FeMnNiCoCr CCA was reported to show heterogeneous 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2021.116786
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/actamat
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.actamat.2021.116786&domain=pdf
mailto:lhdai@lnm.imech.ac.cn
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2021.116786
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egregation of three principal elements in GB, in which Ni and Mn 

o-segregate to some GB regions while Cr is enriched in other re- 

ions [28] . This nano-clustering of multi- principal elements fur- 

her reduces GB cohesion and promotes crack initiation along GBs 

hat leads to a ductility loss [29] . Similar rapid decrease in ductility 

t intermediate test temperatures (400 ° to 800 °C) was also found 

n other CrCoNi-based CCAs [29] . These rapid nano-clustering dur- 

ng deformation may be associated with the substantial change in 

he GB diffusion properties at intermediate temperatures. For ex- 

mple, it has been shown that the CoCrFeNi alloy suffered remark- 

ble grain growth at 800 °C, suggesting an abrupt change of GB 

iffusion properties at this temperature [30] . Recently, Rajeshwari 

t al. [31] found the GB diffusivities can be changed through heat 

reatment and demonstrated the existence of GB phase transitions 

n Ni–Cr–Fe alloy. These results suggest that there may also exist a 

iscontinuous GB structure or chemistry transition that markedly 

lter GB properties at intermediate temperatures in CCAs. 

The atoms in CCAs occupy crystallographic lattice sites with 

 high degree of chemical disorder [32–39] . However, the multi- 

rincipal elements are potentially subject to complex interactions 

n bulk and especially in GB, beyond what is expected for a ran- 

om solid solution (RSS). Besides, CCAs are recognized as an ex- 

iting new class of metallic structural materials due to their at- 

ractive mechanical properties in conventional [39–45] and harsh 

nvironments [46–48] . Therefore, the prediction and characteriza- 

ion of segregation behaviors and their effect on GB complexion 

ransitions in CCAs are of much practical and fundamental inter- 

st. The interaction of multiple elements in CCAs makes the GB 

lement distribution and structural transition pathway more diffi- 

ult to track, due to the rugged atomic and energy landscape in 

ulk and GB [23 , 25] . Analogous to composition inhomogeneity in 

he bulk [49–52] , the heterogeneous segregation or clustering of 

rincipal elements at GBs reported recently can be considered as a 

anifestation of local chemical order (LCO) in GBs [28 , 29] , which 

ay further affect GB composition [24] and structural transition 

ehavior. It is thus of interest to explore how the intricate inter- 

ctions among principal elements in a concentrated solution affect 

he GB structural transition behaviors in CCAs, in a way different 

rom traditional metals and dilute systems. 

To explore this issue, we choose to start with CrCoNi as the first 

odel CCA. Incidentally, this CCA is a prototypical H/MEA that ex- 

ibits an excellent combination of mechanical properties includ- 

ng good strength, large ductility, and high fracture toughness at 

mbient-to-cryogenic temperatures [42 , 53–57] . In terms of mod- 

ling GB transformation, this medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi satis- 

es our needs; it is a concentrated alloy beyond the simple met- 

ls or dilute solutions already studied. Yet, this CCA is still a sin- 

le fcc phase, with only three elements that are not very differ- 

nt in atomic size and have only small heat of mixing. The atomic 

train and local chemical ordering is therefore expected to be only 

oderate. As such, CrCoNi represents the next level of complex- 

ty, one that is a step beyond elemental metals or dilute solutions 

e.g., ideal solution), but can still be close to a random solution or 

 solution with only moderate degree of local chemical order, far 

ess complicated than CCAs with even more elements, severe lat- 

ice distortion or the potential to precipitate out a second phase. 

Direct experimental observations of complexion transitions are 

xtremely difficult, especially for the CCAs that exhibit atomic 

ismatch and chemical fluctuations [8 , 58 , 59] . Atomistic computer 

imulations have proven to be an invaluable tool for the study of 

Bs, in providing atomic-scale details of the evolution of GB struc- 

ures [9 , 12 , 15 , 19 , 20 , 60–63 ]. We therefore resort to molecular dy-

amics (MD simulations) coupled with first-principles DFT calcu- 

ations in this work, to elucidate the elemental distribution at the 

tomic level in GBs and the GB transition in the CrCoNi model CCA. 
2 
. Methods 

.1. MD simulations 

MD simulations were performed using the Large-scale 

tomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package 

64] with recently developed DFT-calibrated embedded-atom 

otential for CrCoNi CCAs by Li et al. [49] . To help distinguish 

he GB structural transformation behaviors of CCA for elemental 

etals, calculations are repeated on a derived hypothetical pure 

verage-atom interatomic potential, which bears the same bulk 

roperties of equi-atomic CrCoNi CCA but no lattice distortion 

nd LCO [65] . The symmetrical tilt �5 (210) GBs (STGB) was 

hosen as the main model system in this study because it is a 

epresentative high-angle GB for fcc metals and importantly it 

xhibits a structural transformation at relatively low temperature 

n other fcc metals [9 , 20 , 66] . A bi-crystal model containing two

dentical �5 (210) symmetrical tilt GBs separated by a sufficient 

hickness (~7.9 nm) of one grain lattice in between was created 

y joining two crystals rotated relative to each other around the 

001] direction by the angle of 53.13 °. 
To create the random solid solution (RSS) GB configuration, the 

i atoms in the original GB model were randomly selected and re- 

laced with Co and Cr until the equal molar ratio was achieved. 

egregation in the GB is simulated using a Monte-Carlo (MC) algo- 

ithm in the variance-constrained semi-grand-canoncial (VC-SGC) 

nsemble [67] . The hybrid MC/MD simulations are performed to 

nsure that the systems are relaxed simultaneously in both chemi- 

al and structural freedom. The parameters of �μNi–Co = 0.021 eV 

nd �μNi–Cr = –0.31 eV are set to achieve an equi-atomic con- 

entration [49] . This chemical potential differences were fixed in 

hese MCMD simulations at different temperatures, which is con- 

entional in hybrid MC/MD method [49 , 61] . During the MC/MD 

imulation, the 1 MC steps were performed on 1/4 of the atoms 

very 20 MD steps with timestep of 2.5 fs. The simulations are 

erformed at different annealing temperatures in the NPT ensem- 

le under zero pressure. We also perform pure MC simulations to 

nly consider the chemical effect on element portion, by setting 

MD step every MC cycle and not defining an integration fix such 

s NPT or NVT. 

The constructed bi-crystal models were all first thoroughly re- 

axed with energy minimization and then equilibrated in isobaric- 

sothermal (NPT) ensemble under zero pressure. To model the GB 

ransformation, we performed independent isothermal simulations 

t temperatures varying from 100 K to 1400 K with the incre- 

ent of 100 K. To study the effect of vacancy on the GB transi- 

ion, the atoms within the GBs were removed randomly with the 

raction of 1%, 3% and 5%, respectively. Periodic boundary condi- 

ions were applied along all three directions in all the simulations 

o exclude all sources/sinks of atoms other than the GB that would 

loud the effect of vacancies, by considering the fact that a supply 

f atoms was not necessary to achieve the transformation [8 , 20] . 

ach isothermal simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble 

ith Nose–Hoover thermostat for 10 ns which was sufficient for a 

hase transition [20] . 

Prior to diffusion calculations, the blocks were thermally equi- 

ibrated for 100 ps at each specific targeted temperature by using 

 Nose-Hoover thermostat within an NPT ensemble. Then a “dif- 

usion anneal” simulation is performed for each model for 1 to 

0 ns, depending on the temperature, which allows us to reach 

he effective diffusion coefficient [63] . The diffusivities are deter- 

ined by linearizing a plot of mean-squared displacement (MSD) 

ersus time after 500 ps, where a linear relation has been well es- 

ablished. To investigate the diffusion in the GB core, the MSDs are 

veraged from the atoms within a window of ±0.3 nm around GB. 
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Fig. 1. Energy and atomic structure distribution of �5 (210) STGB calculated by DFT: (a) The distribution of the GB energy (b) Correlation between chemical bonding and 

GB energy (c) bonding length distribution in GBs (d) The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the bonding length peak in GB and bulk. 
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ll atomic configurations were visualized using the Ovito package 

68] . 

.2. First-principles calculations 

To further study the mechanisms underlying the element seg- 

egation and vacancy formation and migration in the �5(210) GB, 

FT based energy calculation was carried out using a plane wave 

ethod, as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Pack- 

ge (VASP) [69] . A category of quasi random (210) surface super- 

ell structures with x, y , and z along [001] [ −120] and [210] crystal

rientations, respectively, were generated through a Monte Carlo 

MC) algorithm using the Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit (ATAT) 

ackage developed by Alex van de Walle et al. [70] . The atoms 

ithin z = 0.25 to 0.75 of these random (210) surface supercells 

ere transformed symmetrically to create the sandwich �5 (210) 

TGB supercells [71] , as shown in the inset in Fig. 1 a. 

Eighty independent (210) surface and corresponding GB super- 

ells are calculated to obtain the GB formation energy by 

= 

1 

2 S 

(
E GB − E sur f 

)
(1) 

here S is the area of the GB, E GB and E surf are the total energies

f the sandwich GB supercell and the corresponding surface su- 

ercell, respectively. For GB vacancy calculations, a single vacancy 

as introduced to the fully relaxed GBs by simply removing one 

tom form a preselected site, followed by a full relaxation for en- 

rgy minimization. 72 different vacancy sites within a window of 

4 atomic layers around the GB plane (red lines in the GB struc- 

ure shown in Fig. 1 a) were in turn calculated for 5 random se-

ected GB structures. The GB vacancy formation energy is given by 

 f = E v − E 0 + μv (2) 
3 
here E v and E 0 are the total energy of the GB supercell with and 

ithout the vacancy, respectively, and μv is the chemical potential 

f the vacancy species which is calculated following the method 

escribed in Ref. [72] . The Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band 

CI-NEB) method [73] is used to determine the activation energy 

arriers for the vacancy diffusion by considering several different 

iffusion paths. 

A gradient-corrected functional in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof 

PBE) form was used to describe the exchange and correlation 

nter-actions in DFT [74] . Electron-ion interactions were treated 

ithin the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method [75] . A suf- 

ciently high energy cutoff of 380 eV was adopted for the plane- 

ave basis set expansion. The energy convergence criterion was set 

o be 10 −6 eV in the self-consistent iteration loop and the force cri- 

erion on each atom was set to be within 0.02 eV/ ̊A. Brillouin zone 

ntegrations were performed using 3 × 3 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k- 

oint grids. Collinear spin polarization (ISPIN = 2) is enabled in all 

he calculations. 

. Results and discussions 

.1. GB structure and energy 

Fig. 1 a shows a wide range of GB energy for the �5 (210) STGB

ith random atomic configuration, which is in contrast to a single 

alue for a pure or perfectly ordered crystalline alloy. As seen, the 

B energies obey the Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 

1.3 J/m 

2 , which can be compared with corresponding GB energy 

f pure Ni (~1.23 J/m 

2 , black line in Fig. 1 a). Fig. 1 b shows the Pear-

on correlation coefficient between the GB energy and the pairwise 

CO parameter. Both the energy calculated with and without atom 

elaxation (labeled as relaxed and fixed respectively) as well as 

heir difference ( �γ ) are analyzed to decouple the chemical effect 

nd structure effect. Specifically, the fixed GB energy ( γ ) is rooted 
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Fig. 2. Energy and atomic structure distribution of �5 (210) STGB calculated by MD: (a) The �5 (210) STGB atomic structure mode for MD simulation (b) The distribution 

of the GB energy (c) Correlation between chemical bonding and GB energy (d) The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the bonding length peak in GB and bulk. 
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n the chemical effect and �γ is related to the structural effect. 

oth the relaxed and fixed GB energy ( γR and γF ) show moder- 

te positive correlation ( > 0.4) with the order parameter of Ni–Ni 

nd negative correlations ( < −0.4) with Co–Cr, suggesting that the 

B energy increases with the number of Ni–Ni pair while decreas- 

ng with the number of Co–Cr pair. Interestingly, the energy re- 

uction ( �γ ) caused by structure relaxation is also proportional 

o Ni–Ni pair and inversely linked to Co–Cr pair, implying that the 

ncrease in Ni–Ni pair can decrease the GB energy, and Co–Cr does 

he opposite. This seems to contradict the result that the GB en- 

rgy increase (decrease) with the number of Ni–Ni (Co–Cr) pairs. 

 plausible explanation for this puzzling result is that the increas- 

ng (decreasing) Ni–Ni (Co–Cr) pair can increase the GB energy by 

ts chemical effect while it can also decrease the energy from the 

tructural standpoint. The same sign (positive/negative) of corre- 

ation coefficient of γF and �γ proved that the GB energy is the 

onsequence of a competition between chemical and structure ef- 

ects. 

To further understand the correlation between atomic pairs 

nd structure effect, we calculated the bonding length distribution 

ithin the GB region based on ~1500 evaluated bonds for each 

air, the results are shown in Fig. 1 c. There are two obvious peaks

or all the pairs except Cr–Cr, corresponding to the first and second 

earest-neighbor atoms within the GB region, respectively. Note 

hat the average bond length and distribution width are varying 

ith the pairs, suggests apparent interatomic bond distortion. To 

ssess the magnitude of these distortions, we have measured the 

ull width at half maximum (FWHM) of the bond length distribu- 

ion (within 3 Å) within the GB (see Fig. 1 c) and bulk region, the

esults are shown in Fig. 1 d. Overall, the FWHM of various pairs 

how the same trend in GB and bulk region. Among these, the Ni–

i pair possess the minimum FWHM suggesting a minimum struc- 

ure distortion. This may result from the delocalized electronic be- 

avior of Ni, which causes a small variation in the bond length. 

n the contrary, Cr shows an obvious localized electronic behavior 

hich exhibits weak bonding ability and causes a large variation 

n bond length [76] , as manifested by the large fluctuations of Cr–
4 
r bond lengths. A comparison of Fig. 1 b and d reveals that the 

tom pairs with small distortion often play a positive role in the 

nergy reduction by decreasing the strain energy. The obvious ex- 

mples are Ni–Ni and Co–Ni pairs which exhibit moderate positive 

orrelation with the relaxation induced energy reduction ( �γ ). 

We repeated the same analysis shown in Figure 1 by using the 

nteratomic potential. As shown in Fig. 2 b, the GB energies also 

bey the Gaussian distribution with a mean value of ~1.43 J/m 

2 , 

hich is comparable with that calculated by DFT. Note that the 

elaxed and difference ( �γ ) GB energies show a weaker positive 

orrelation (~0.3) with the order parameter of Ni–Ni than the DFT 

esults ( > 0.4). This difference may be due to the magnetic effects 

hich would affect the magnitude of order parameters [49] . Nev- 

rtheless, the correlation coefficient of Ni–Ni pair with GB energy 

s the largest other than Co–Cr pair, suggesting a non-negligible 

ffect in GB energies of Ni–Ni pair. The EAM model also captures 

he moderate negative correlations of Co–Cr pair with GB energies, 

hich is consistent well with the DFT results. In addition, compar- 

son of Fig. 2 c and d also reveals the positive role of small dis-

ortion in the GB energy reduction. In conclusion, the predictions 

bout chemical ordering and GB energetics calculated by MD are 

n good agreement with that of DFT, suggesting that the employed 

nteratomic potential can effectively describe the grain boundary 

ehaviors including energy, structure and element distribution. 

Recall that both γR and γF have positive correlation with the 

i–Ni pair and negative correlations with Co–Cr. It seems to indi- 

ate a preference for Co–Cr, while disfavoring Ni–Ni pairs in this 

B. Note that the results are calculated at 0 K where the structure 

ffect is limited. When the structure becomes dominant at higher 

emperatures, more Ni–Ni pairs are favorable, to reduce the dis- 

ortion induced energy. To verify this conjecture, we used MC/MD 

imulations to investigate whether the mentioned structural effect 

f Ni–Ni and Co–Cr pairs persist or even magnify at higher tem- 

eratures where thermally induced structure distortion prevails. As 

hown in Fig. 3 a, the hybrid MC/MD method that includes both 

hemical and structural effects leads to pronounced segregation 

f Ni above 200 K, suggesting a strong segregation trend of Ni. 
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Fig. 3. Partition of Ni (gray), Co (blue) and Cr (orange) in �5 (210) STGB: (a) element fraction in GB as a function of MC/MD simulation temperature (b) The FWHM of 

the bonding lengths as a function of temperature (c) top view of GB structure for annealed GB configuration obtained by MC/MD simulating at 100 K (d) The local order 

parameter of chemical pairs in the random and 100 K annealed configuration in GB and bulk region.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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or pure MC simulations that only reflect the chemical effect, the 

omposition fluctuation is much more moderate than that of hy- 

rid MC/MD simulation, suggesting that the chemical effect is less 

ensitive to temperature. Nonetheless, the atomic fraction of Co is 

lightly higher than Ni and Cr, implying that Co is favored to seg- 

egate to GB from the chemical energy perspective. 

Comparing the segregation behaviors simulated by hybrid 

C/MD and pure MC method indicates the decisive role of struc- 

ural effect in GB segregation at intermediate temperatures. Spe- 

ially, the structure effect leads to conspicuous Ni segregation at 

ntermediate temperatures. This is in accordance with the recent 

xperimental result that Ni content in GB monotonically increases 

ver time with aging time at 450 °C (723 K) in a NiCoCrMnFe 

EA [28] . This thermally governed GB segregation process may 

e related to thermal enhanced structural distortion. As shown in 

ig. 3 b, the FWHM of Ni–Ni pair is the lowest and not sensitive

o temperature, suggesting a negligible structural distortion even 

t elevated temperatures. Instead, the FWHM of the Cr–Cr pair is 

uch larger than others that continuously increase with temper- 

ture, leading to a considerable distortion especially at high tem- 

eratures. Therefore, the segregation of Ni and anti-segregation of 

r in this GB is favorable for stabilizing the GB. Interestingly, the 

ontent of Ni decreased rapidly at 600 K before it returns to an 

verage value of ~ 37% at 800 K. This would be ascribed to the 

tructural transformation to be discussed later. 

Fig. 3 c exhibits the top view of GB atomic distribution after hy- 

rid MC/MD simulation at 100 K, where the atoms are in near 

qual molar ratio. Remarkably the Ni atoms are clustered while 

o and Cr atoms are mutually dissolved. Fig. 3 d shows the local 

hemical order parameter ( αij , i, j are Ni, Co or Cr) of each pairs in

B and bulk region after hybrid MCMD simulation at 100 K, along 
5 
ith corresponding MC simulated values. As seen, the most pro- 

ounced local chemical ordering are Ni–Ni and Co–Cr pairs in both 

ybrid MC/MD and pure MC simulation, which indicates a strong 

reference for Ni–Ni and Co–Cr pairs in this scenario. One may 

ote that the αNi –Ni value in bulk is slightly higher than in GB for 

oth MC and hybrid MC.MD simulation, implying an anti-clustering 

rend for Ni–Ni in GB. This result is in accordance with the DFT- 

ased energy analysis that GB energy is increased with Ni–Ni pairs 

t 0 K. Comparison of the hybrid MC/MD to the pure MC sam- 

le allows for a direct assessment of the effect of structure dis- 

ortion on the ordering. Careful observation reveals that the value 

f αNi –Ni is higher in hybrid MCMD simulation than in pure MC 

imulation in GB. However, the exact opposite was observed in the 

ulk. This implies that the structure distortion in GB facilitates the 

lustering of Ni–Ni, which also conforms to the DFT-based result 

hat increasing Ni–Ni pair leads to more relaxation induced energy 

eduction ( �γ ). All of these suggest a clustering and segregation 

rend of Ni caused by structure distortion in GB. 

.2. GB structure transformation 

In the next step, we used MD simulations to investigate the GB 

ransition in CCA and how the LCO affects the GB complexion tran- 

ition. Fig. 4 a–c show the structure evolution of the �5 (210) STGB 

or the hypothetical pure element average-atom (NiCoCr-Averaged), 

andom (NiCoCr-Random) and Ni-clustered (NiCoCr-Clustered) GB 

onfiguration, respectively. For Ni-clustered GB configuration, we 

elect the structure obtained by hybrid MC/MD simulation at 100 K 

see Fig. 3 c), where the atoms are in near equal molar ratio. Ob- 

iously, at low temperatures all of these GBs consist of a series 

f ‘Normal Kite’ structure units just like other fcc metals [20 , 71] .
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Fig. 4. GB evolution as function of temperature: (a) NiCoCr-Averaged GB (b) NiCoCr-Random GB (c) NiCoCr-Clustered GB (d) The boundary undergoes a first-order phase 

transformation in NiCoCr-Random GB at 500 K. 
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hey then transform into Filled Kite structure following a signifi- 

ant reduction in thickness to a stable value until further transfor- 

ation. This transformation behavior has been found in other fcc 

etals [9 , 20 , 66] and verified here for CCAs, suggesting that it rep-

esents a generic feature of �5 (210) STGB in FCC metals. Differ- 

nt from the other two NiCoCr GBs, the hypothetical pure NiCoCr- 

veraged GB possess a Diamond Kites structure before Filled Kite 

tructure, which is consistent with what was reported in pure Cu 

9] . As seen in Fig. 4 a, the Diamond Kites structure is much simi-

ar to the Filled Kite, and can be considered as the Filled Kite with

ess disturbance. The absence of this Diamond Kites structure in 

he other two NiCoCr GBs suggests more disturbance in CCA GBs 

uring structural transformation, owning to their complex multi- 

le elements interaction. Note that the transformation form Kites 

tructure to Diamond/Fill Kites is abrupt in hypothetical pure ele- 

ent NiCoCr-Averaged GB and NiCoCr-Clustered GB, while it pro- 

eeds in a gradual manner for the NiCoCr-Random GB. The severe 

isorder and distortion may be responsible for this early but slow 

ransition in the NiCoCr-Random GB. 

Fig. 4 d demonstrates that the Kites and Fill Kites structures can 

oexist in NiCoCr-Random GB, in which they are separated by a 

ine defect with a faulting of the GB plane (dash line). Similar two- 

hase coexistence is also found in NiCoCr-Clustered GBs. These 

ead us to consider kinetically the GB diffusion as a critical factor 

ontrolling phase transformation. Further increase in temperature 

esulted in a disorder structure and eventually pre-melting near 

he melt point. Unlike that reported for pure Cu [9 , 20] , we were

nable to find the split kites structure in the hypothetical pure 

iCoCr-Averaged and the other two NiCoCr GBs, even though the 

imulation temperature was as high as 1400 K. For additional ver- 
6 
fication, simulations were repeated with different boundary con- 

itions in the x direction, but only Kites and Filled Kite structures 

ere invariably found. 

To understand this phase transformation behavior in more de- 

ail, we assessed the variation of GB excess free energy, GB entropy 

nd GB excess atomic volume (EFV) as a function of temperature. 

he free energy calculations were performed using nonequilib- 

ium simulation methods following the methodology in Ref. [77] , 

nd the results are shown in Fig. 5 a. As expected, all of consid- 

red GBs experience a significant decrease in free energy during 

hase transformation. The large reduction in free energy induced 

y phase transition suggests that the Fill-Kite structure is more 

table than the Kite structure at high temperatures. Specially, the 

ree energy difference in NiCoCr-Random GB is the largest, sug- 

esting the largest energetic driving force for GB phase transfor- 

ation. Generally, the free energy of GB with a consistent compo- 

ition is expected to decrease linearly with increasing temperature 

ecause of the entropic term in the free energy [78–80] . Although 

ig. 5 a shows discontinues changes in GB free energy that happen 

ar away from the two phase equilibrium coexistence temperature, 

t does not mean that the phase transformations begin above the 

quilibrium coexistence temperature. The GB structure shown in 

ig. 4 d demonstrates that the Kites and Fill Kites structures can 

oexist during transformation, which is similar to the GB phase 

ransformation behavior found in element Cu [81] . This suggests 

hat GB phase transformations occur within the equilibrium coex- 

stence temperature [7] . A close comparison of Figs. 5 a and 4 a–c

eveals that the abrupt changes in GB free energy appear at tem- 

eratures higher than the phase transition point as marked by the 

rrows in Fig. 5 a. At these transition initiation temperatures, the 
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Fig. 5. The variation of GB excess properties as a function of temperature (a) excess GB free energy (b) GB excess entropy (c) excess free volume (EFV) and (d) the displace- 

ment vector of the three structures after GB transformation. The phase transition initiation temperature are marked by arrows in (a) 
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hange of free energy is still continuous but the first derivative of 

ree energy is discontinuity, conforms to the characteristics of first- 

rder phase transition [7] . Furthermore, the observed discontinues 

oints of free energy are corresponding to the maximum entropy 

shown in Fig. 5 b) which indicates the completion of transforms or 

t least an overwhelming occupation of the new Fill Kites struc- 

ure. For the above reasons, we speculate that the observed dis- 

ontinues changes in free energy were related to the transforma- 

ion completion rather than phase transition initiation. Noting that 

he free energies calculated here are actually Helmholtz free en- 

rgy, which is only relevant to elemental systems. In these com- 

lex multicomponent systems, the segregation of different com po- 

ents may affect the GB free energy, which is difficult to quantify 

hat contribution. It should be pointed out that the element dis- 

ributions are fixed for each GB configuration during free energy 

alculation, in which the segregation should be restrained. More- 

ver, for the hypothetical pure element NiCoCr-Averaged GB, the 

B free energy shows a similar tendency with the multicompo- 

ent NiCoCr-Random and NiCoCr-Clustered GBs. This suggests that 

he other contributions to the GB free energy which stem from the 

egregation of different components cannot lead to a fundamen- 

ally change in the variation tendency of free energy with tem- 
7 
erature. Therefore, the calculated Helmholtz free energy of these 

ulticomponent GBs may still be considered reasonable. 

The abrupt decrease in free energy suggests that entropic ef- 

ect prevails during GB phase transformation. As shown in Fig. 5 b, 

he GB entropy increases rapidly at the outset of transformation 

nd then falls sharply after the GB ultimately transforms. Dif- 

erent from the hypothetical pure element NiCoCr-Averaged GB 

hich only shows weak entropy fluctuation with temperature be- 

ore transition point, the entropy in NiCoCr-Random GB begins in- 

reasing much earlier. This also differs from the ordered NiCoCr- 

lustered GB which also exhibits a small entropy variation before 

ransition point, suggesting that the highly disordered atom dis- 

ribution with severe interatomic distortion in NiCoCr-Random GB 

s more unstable, needing higher entropy to compensate for the 

emperature induced internal energy increase. Fig. 5 c shows the 

ariation of excess free volume (EFV) with increasing temperature, 

n which the EFV was defined as ( V GB 
atom 

− V Bulk 
atom 

) /V Bulk 
atom 

, where V GB 
atom 

nd V Bulk 
atom 

are the average atomic volume in GB and bulk, respec- 

ively. All the EFVs remain relatively constant at first and then de- 

rease rapidly when the phase transformation begins. This implies 

hat the GB phase transformation is associated with a reduction in 

pecific volume, which seems abnormal because the phase tran- 
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Fig. 6. Arrhenius diagram of the diffusion coefficient (D) calculated for three struc- 

tures of the �5 (210) GB including NiCoCr-Averaged GB, NiCoCr-Random GB and 

NiCoCr-Clustered GB. 
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ition occurs at high temperature and the system should favor a 

ess-closely-packed structure. The shrinkage of EFV highlights a re- 

uction of excess space occupied by GB atoms, which is a result 

f GB structural rearrangement rather than temperature dependent 

attice change. Further heating to GB pre-melting temperature did 

ot result in another significant shrinkage of EFV, instead it rose 

lightly. A similar phenomenon was also found in several Ni GBs 

62] . A comparison of the variation trend of EFV and GB entropy 

uggests that the EFV is a reflection of the relative structural dis- 

ortion, which determines GB energy. 

Recall that the clustering behavior of principal elements is 

losely related to structural distortion. The GB phase transition is 

hus expected to result in a drastic change in element distribution, 

s the structural transition caused distortion reduction, which may 

e one possible reason for the observation that the GB composition 

ecomes stable at high simulation temperatures ( > 800 K). The ob- 

ious reduction of free energy and EFVs form Normal Kites phase 

o Fill-Kites phase suggests that the GB phase transformation is 

eneficial to bridge the gap structurally and energetically between 

he bulk and the GB region at intermediate temperatures. Further 

eating would lead to the pre-melting of GBs that increases the 

ree energy. 

Fig. 4 a–c also displays a corresponding difference in the tran- 

ition temperature between these GB configurations. The tran- 

ition temperature was 600 K, 700 K and 1000 K for NiCoCr- 

andom, NiCoCr-Averaged and NiCoCr-Clustered GB configuration, 

espectively. According to the classical Clausius–Clapeyron equa- 

ion [18] of dp 
dT 

= 

�s 
�v , in which p, T, �s , �v are pressure, tem-

erature, entropy and volume change during phase transformation, 

he transition temperature depends on the entropy and volume 

ifference before and after phase transformation. Noting that the 

lement distributions are fixed for each GB configuration during 

hese simulations. In this case, the changes of chemical potential 

nd chemistry with temperature would play an unessential role in 

heir thermodynamic arguments such as GB entropy and GB ex- 

ess free volume, because it only involves the changes in relative 

tomic position but without element exchange. Therefore, we be- 

ieve that the well-known Clausius–Clapeyron relation at least can 

e used for qualitative analysis of the observed GB structural trans- 

ormation behaviors. According to the definition of EFV, the EFV 

ifference between Normal Kites and Filled-Kites phase can actu- 

lly be regarded as �v . Comparing the �s and �v in NiCoCr- 

veraged and NiCoCr-Clustered GBs shows a negligible difference 

f �s and �v which would not cause a significant difference in 

hase transformation temperature. Instead, �s in NiCoCr-Random 

B is ~1.8 times others, despite the similar �v among them, which 

esults in a lower transition temperature consistent with the re- 

ults shown in Fig. 3 . However, the small gap of both �s and �v
etween clustered NiCoCr-Clustered and NiCoCr-Averaged configu- 

ations is not enough to cause the significant transition tempera- 

ure difference between them. Therefore, it would be reasonable to 

ake the kinetic factor into account. Indeed, the atomic displace- 

ent in GB regions shown in Fig. 5 c suggests that the GB struc- 

ure transition from Normal Kites to Filled Kites is mediated by GB 

tomic diffusion, which is in line with other fcc metals [9] . 

The results of the diffusion calculations are shown in the Ar- 

henius diagram, Fig. 6 , where the activation energies are denoted 

y the Q value. The first notable feature of these Arrhenius plots 

s the characteristic break in the slope at the demonstrated GB 

hase transition temperatures, signifying an abrupt change in the 

iffusion activation energy and providing another proof for the GB 

tructural transition. The larger gap (~4 times) of activation en- 

rgies between the low temperature Normal Kites structure and 

he high temperature Fill Kites structure for NiCoCr-Averaged GB 

s similar to the same GB in pure Cu [82] , fitting the pure ele-

ent character of our NiCoCr-Averaged sample. Unexpectedly, the 
8 
ctivation energy of Normal Kites structure in NiCoCr-Random GB 

s much lower than other more ordered GBs, contradicting to the 

sluggish diffusion” effect deuced from its high configuration en- 

ropy [83 , 84] . By using the radiotracer analysis, Vaidya et al. also 

bserved a non-sluggish diffusion behavior of GB in CoCrFeMnNi 

EA when the constituent diffusivities were compared with other 

CC alloys [85 , 86] . These results substantiate the fact that an in-

reased configurational entropy cannot a priori be considered as 

he sufficient condition for diffusion being sluggish [87–89] , at 

east in GB. The low activation energies and high diffusion coef- 

cient of NiCoCr-Random GB suggest that the atoms within ran- 

om GB are more liable to move, which leads to the lowest 

hase transition temperature. Note that the activation energy of 

iCoCr-Averaged Kites GB (NiCoCr-Averaged-K) is higher than that 

f NiCoCr-Clustered GB, seemingly contradicting its lower transi- 

ion temperature. One possible reason for this discrepancy may 

e related to the larger difference in free energy that provides 

tronger transition driving force thermodynamically for NiCoCr- 

veraged GB. 

The calculated diffusion activation energy for ordered NiCoCr- 

lustered GB is 140 KJ/mol at low temperature regime ( < 10 0 0 K),

hich is comparable to the recent experimental result for a CoCr- 

eMnNi HEA where the activation energy of constituting elements 

s ~180 KJ/mol [86] . This is expected since the tested sample has 

een homogenized at 1373 K for 50 h before diffusion measure- 

ent, in which the heterogeneously segregation or local chemical 

rder will be formed [28 , 51 , 86] . The significant gap in the diffusion

ehavior between NiCoCr-Clustered and NiCoCr-Random GB sug- 

ests that the microscopic degrees of freedom such as LCO or com- 

ositional modulation plays a crucial role in the GB diffusion, pre- 

ipitation or phase transition behaviors. This could be another rea- 

on, besides the observed phase decomposition, for the appearance 

f the two distinct branches observed in the penetration profile 

uring experimental diffusion measurements in the NiCoCrFeMn 

EA [86] and Ni–Cr–Fe alloy [31] . Whereas the impact of compo- 

itional modulation and phase decomposition on the observed dif- 

usion branches might be complex and not straightforward, since 

t is challenging to clearly judge what mechanism decided the en- 

anced atomic transport in experiment. The change of composi- 

ional modulation (or LCO) to phase decomposition is actually a 

ontinuous process. For example, Li et al. believe that GB com- 

ositional modulation (local ordered clusters) in HEAs can serve 

s spinodal precursor states for phase nucleation which promote 
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Fig. 7. Dependence of vacancy formation energies (VFEs) on their atomic environments: (a–c) VEFs as function of distance away from the GB plane calculated (a) without 

and (b) with atom relaxation, and (c) corresponding GB model; (d–f) the variation of VFEs with the number of (d) Ni (e) Co and (f) Cr within a radius of 3 Å around vacancies 

calculated without atom relaxation; (g–i) he variation of VFEs with the number of (d) Ni (e) Co and (f) Cr within a radius of 3 Å around vacancies calculated with full atom 

relaxation; (k–n) dependency of the structure relaxation induced reduction of EFV (left, solid line, �E ) and corresponding atomic strain (right, dash line) to the number of 

(k) Ni (m) Co and (n) Cr within a radius of 3 Å around vacancies. 
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nterfacial phase-like transitions or precipitation [28] . Nevertheless, 

ur simulations substantiate that GB segregation and chemical or- 

ering plays an important role in GB diffusion which serves as the 

inetics factor for structural transformation. 

.3. Vacancy mechanism for GB diffusion and transformation 

Understanding the formation and migration behaviors of point 

efects is crucial to explore the diffusion and thus phase trans- 

ormation behavior in these CCA GBs [90] . In this study, we only 

onsider vacancy behaviors as a representative. To give a more de- 

ailed and accurate description of GB defect behaviors, we first em- 

loy DFT to calculate the vacancy formation energy (VFE) in �5 

210) STGB of NiCoCr alloy and the results are shown in Fig. 7 . 

Fig. 7 a and b show the VFEs as function of the distance away

rom the GB plane (0 layer, marked in Fig. 7 c) calculated with 

Fixed, shown in Fig. 7 a) and without (Relaxed, Fig. 7 b) atom relax-

tion, and corresponding values for pure Ni also plotted for com- 

arison. If we only consider the chemical effect on vacancy for- 

ation, as shown in Fig. 7 a, the trend of the average VFEs is the

ame as that of pure Ni, i.e., L1 layer possesses the lowest VFE due 

o the large compressive stress. In this situation, the EFVs in the 

CA GB are positive and their average values are comparable with 

ure Ni. But when the atoms are fully relaxed, the majority of VEFs 

ecreased dramatically to negative for CCA GB, contrary to the mi- 

or reduction in the case of pure Ni. This reflects the vital role of 
9 
ocal structure distortion on the formation of vacancy for CCA. In 

his scenario, the differential of VEFs in different GB layers is di- 

inished, suggesting that the effect of interatomic local distortion 

verpowers the interplanar structural difference. Furthermore, the 

ariations of VEF from site to site within the GB are tremendous, 

anging from −2 eV to 1.5 eV, which can be linked to the exis- 

ence of alternating regions of tension and compression within GB 

hat are caused by the complex interatomic local distortion. 

To investigate the effects of the local chemical environment on 

he VFE, we systematically analyzed the dependence of the VFEs 

n the number of elements within a radius of 3 Å around vacan- 

ies, as provided in Fig. 7 (d–i). The static calculation results re- 

eal that VFE is positively and negatively correlated with the num- 

er of surrounding Cr and Ni atoms, respectively, suggesting that 

acancies prefer Ni-rich and Cr-poor environments (see Fig. 7 d–

) when considering chemical effect only. This trend is similar to 

he VFEs in bulk of NiCoCr CCA after full relaxation reported pre- 

iously which attributed this local chemical dependency to the 

ffect of local electronic interaction [72 , 91] . However, if we take 

he structural relaxation into account during the calculation of GB 

FEs, the reverse takes over, i.e., vacancies prefer Cr-rich as well 

s Ni-poor environments (see Fig. 7 g–i). Fig. 7 k–n exhibits the de- 

endency of the structure relaxation induced reduction of VFEs 

left, solid line, �E ) and corresponding atomic strain (right, dash 

ine) on the local chemical environment. Overall, structure relax- 

tion leads to a substantial decrease in VFE, as denoted by the high 
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Fig. 8. Energy and pathway for the migration of vacancies: (a) representative vacancy migration pathway calculated by CI-NEB (b) Migration energy barriers vs. their chemical 

environment. 
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E (~1–3 eV). These results strongly imply that the VFE in CCA 

B mainly depends on local interatomic distortion rather than lo- 

al electronic interaction and interplanar structural differentiation. 

urthermore, the variation trend of �E with local chemical envi- 

onment is found similar to atomic strain. The formation of va- 

ancies in the sites with severe local distortion can release more 

train energy and sometimes stabilize the GB. As demonstrated in 

ig. 1 d, Cr containing chemical bonds (Cr–Cr, Cr–Co or Cr–Ni) ex- 

ibit larger FWHM, implying more drastic distortion. Therefore, the 

ore Cr atoms around the vacancies result in more local strain en- 

rgy, which in turn facilitates vacancy formation to decrease sys- 

em energy ( Fig. 7 n). In the Ni-rich chemical environment, the re- 

erse applies. It appears reasonable to assume that the NiCoCr- 

lustered GB shown in Fig. 3 c and d would generate less vacancies 

t low temperature (before phase transition) due to its pronounced 

i–Ni clustering. 

The self-diffusion activation energy on the basis of a vacancy 

xchange model can be expressed as the sum of the vacancy for- 

ation and migration energy [92] . We thus further calculated the 

acancy migration barriers in GB by using CI-NEB to evaluate the 

ependency of vacancy migration energy on their local chemical 

nvironment. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 a shows a rep-

esentative vacancy migration pathway. As seen, the movement of 

acancy is not by direct exchanging with individual atom but by 

he simultaneous motion of two atoms (marked by green arrows), 

oinciding with the so called “long vacancy jumps” that arise from 

he existence of unstable vacancies [90] . These unstable vacancies 

re related to the vacancy delocalization induced by the drastic 

tructure relaxations around vacancy [93] , which would be more 

bundant in the Cr-rich regions (see Fig. 7 n) due to its severe dis-

ortion. Fig. 8 b shows the migration energy barriers vs. their chem- 

cal environment, in which only Ni-rich environment (N 1nn -Ni > 5), 

andom environment and Cr-rich environment (N 1nn -Ni > 5) are 

onsidered. Overall, the magnitude of the vacancy migration bar- 

ier follows the sequence of random < Ni-rich environment < Cr- 

ich environment. In general, the migration barriers are determined 

y the energy difference between the saddle and initial states. For 

andom environment, the structure perturbation and thus energy 

hange caused by atom movement could be smaller than more or- 

ered environments such as Ni-rich and Cr-rich environments, cor- 

esponding to the lowest vacancy migration barrier in the random 

nvironment. Similarly, it has been reported that the vacancy mi- 

ration barriers in random NiCoCr and NiCoFeCr CCAs are gener- 

lly lower than those in pure Ni [91] . Due to the localized, direc-

ional bonding between Cr atoms [76] and its severe interatomic 

istortion within more ordered Cr-rich region, the movement of 
10 
r atoms form their stable sites to saddle sites would give rise 

o more structural disturbance to cause an increase in energy and 

ence a higher migration energy. 

Figs. 6–8 suggest that the GB diffusion and thus transition 

trongly depend on the LCO, which is manifested by the effects of 

ocal chemical environment on the formation and migration of va- 

ancies. It is interesting to investigate to what extent the vacancy 

onfiguration controls the GB diffusion and transition. Although 

he Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations allowed accurate cal- 

ulations of diffusion coefficients within the GB, their results are 

nly valid when diffusion occurs by the motion of single point de- 

ects [90] . For this reason, we calculate the diffusion directly from 

D simulations, in which various GB configurations with different 

ocal environment and different number of vacancies are consid- 

red. 

Based on the VFEs calculated by DFT shown in Fig. 7 , it is ex-

ected that pure MC simulation that only included the chemical 

ffects would result in a Ni-rich vacancy environment, and hybrid 

CMD simulation considering both chemical and structure effects 

ould create a Cr-rich vacancy environment. We first remove a cer- 

ain number of atoms (1%, 3% and 5%) randomly from the clus- 

ered GB configuration shown in Fig. 3 c, and then employ pure 

C and hybrid MCMD schemes to obtain different vacancy con- 

gurations at 100 K to obtain near equiatomic GB configurations. 

he vacancy concentration is defined by the ratio of vacancy to 

he total atoms contained in the GB core which is characterized by 

he “Normal kites” with a width of ~0.5 nm. We pick 1%, 3% and 

% as representative of moderate vacancy concentration, for which 

an keep the original GB complexion [20] and roughly correspond 

o the GB energy minima and maximum in the plot of GB ener- 

ies versus vacancy density [94] . We further investigated the GB 

tructures with the vacancy concentration of 10–50%, the results 

hown that when the vacancy concentration is higher than 10%, 

he initial order Normal kite structure (0 K) becomes disrupted and 

hanged to a cluttered “cyclic structure” early at a low tempera- 

ure of 100 K. Further increase in temperature resulted in a similar 

luttered “cyclic structure” with the absence of distinct structure 

ransformation until eventually pre-melting at 1200 K (see Fig.S1 

n the Supplemental Materials). 

Fig. 9 a–c shows the atom distribution around vacancies (3% va- 

ancies) derived from the MC and hybrid MCMD simulation as well 

s the random GB atomic configuration that underwent equiva- 

ent anneal. As seen, the vacancies are surrounded primarily by Ni 

toms for the MC simulated structure and by Cr atoms for MCMD 

imulated structures. These results are consistent with the DFT cal- 

ulated VFEs and provide more statistical evidence that vacancies 
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Fig. 9. Effect of vacancy configuration on GB diffusion: (a–c) GB vacancy configurations with different local environment (a) Ni-rich (b) random and (c) Cr-rich; Atoms 

colored by white, blue, orange and black represent Ni, Co, Cr and vacancy respectively (d) Arrhenius diagram of the diffusion coefficients for different configurations; (e) 

calculated diffusion active energy for different configurations.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

Table 1 

Dependence of GB phase transition temperature on the vacancy 

content and the local environment inside the GB. 

Vacancy- 

environment 

Vacancy content 

0 1% 3% 5% 

RSS 1000 K 1000 K 800 K 600 K 

Cr-rich 1000 K 1000 K 1000 K 1000 K 

Ni-rich 1000 K 1000 K 1000 K 800 K 
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refer Cr-rich and Ni-poor environments owing to the decisive ef- 

ect of local distortion. 

Fig. 9 d plots the Arrhenius diagram of the diffusion coefficients 

or different atomic configurations containing 1%, 3% and 5% va- 

ancy. Despite the complex chemical environment in the CCA GBs, 

eading to tremendous variations in vacancy formation and migra- 

ion energy, the GB diffusion coefficients follow the Arrhenius Law 

uite well ( Fig. 9 d), suggesting that diffusion is actually dominated 

y one type of jump or perhaps a group of jumps with similar acti- 

ation energies [90] . Obviously, the diffusivity in vacancy contain- 

ng GBs is larger than that of intact GB, increasing with the va- 

ancy content. This suggests a vacancy-promoted diffusion mecha- 

ism. From Fig. 9 e one can clearly see that the activation energy 

ecreases with increasing vacancy content, although the decline 

lows down when the vacancies exceeds 3%. Furthermore, the acti- 

ation energy is the highest for Cr-rich configurations and the low- 

st for RSS configuration, well consistent with the trend shown in 

ig. 8 b calculated by CI-NEB. 

These results indicate that vacancies in GB can facilitate the 

elf-diffusion and thus phase transition in GB to varying degrees. 

pecifically, the promoting effect of vacancy on diffusion in Cr-rich 

nvironment is the weakest due to the relatively high activation 

nergy and lower diffusivity. Inversely, the vacancy in RSS envi- 

onments can accelerate diffusion to a great extent. Table 1 lists 

he effect of vacancy content and local environment on the phase 
11 
ransition temperature. As shown, the GBs with RSS and Ni-rich va- 

ancy environment show decreasing transition temperature when 

ontaining 3% and 5% vacancies. In comparison, there is no signifi- 

ant decrease in transition temperature for the Cr-rich vacancy en- 

ironment. These results are in agreement with the difference be- 

ween their diffusion properties. 

Now, we return to the question of how the LCO affects the 

B complexion transition. Foregoing discussions demonstrate that 

he GB phase transition is actually controlled by vacancy assisted 

tomic diffusion [90] . DFT based calculations indicate that GB va- 

ancies prefer Cr-rich as well as Ni-poor environments. Compared 

o RSS GB configuration, the Ni-clustering and the Co–Cr ordering 

B possess more Ni-rich environments where vacancies are more 

ifficult to be produced, indicating a sluggish diffusion behavior in 

he Ni-rich region. Note that some atoms in the Co–Cr ordering 

egion possess a Cr-rich environment rather than an RSS environ- 

ent. The direct diffusion simulations ( Fig. 9 ) indicate that vacan- 

ies in Cr-rich environment are actually difficult to diffuse. There- 

ore, although Cr-rich environment creates vacancies easily, these 

acancies can only promote diffusion to a lesser extent when com- 

ared with the RSS and even Ni-rich environment. Taking all the 

nformation gathered, the Ni-clustering and Co–Cr ordering NiC- 

Cr CCA GBs tend to exhibit sluggish diffusion and thus a delayed 

hase transformation, relative to that in RSS GB. 

. Conclusion 

We have studied the partition/distribution of constituent ele- 

ents and structural transformation behavior in the GBs of a com- 

lex concentrated CrCoNi, taking �5 (210) STGB as a representa- 

ive. The following conclusions can be drawn from this work: 

(1) GB energy is a consequence of the competition between 

chemical effect and structure effect. Increasing Ni–Ni pairs 

can increase the GB energy due to chemical effect but de- 

crease the GB energy due to smaller lattice distortion. Aggra- 
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vated structure distortion would lead to a conspicuous clus- 

tering or segregation of Ni. 

(2) Similar to other fcc metals, there also exists a distinct GB 

structural transformation in the NiCoCr CCA. The transition 

temperature depends on the GB configuration. The CCA GB 

with random atomic distribution is more conducive to trans- 

formation due to larger energetic driving force and more 

rapid diffusion compared to a hypothetical pure A-atom al- 

loy which bears the same bulk properties but no distinction 

of different elements. The transition in CCA GB can be de- 

layed significantly, in the presence of Ni-clustering and Co–

Cr ordering configurations in the GB. 

(3) Cr-rich and Ni-poor environments are less conducive to the 

formation of GB vacancies, suggesting that a Ni-clustered GB 

structure would make it more difficult to generate vacan- 

cies to mediate GB diffusion. Moreover, the migration of va- 

cancies in Ni-rich and Cr-rich environment are more diffi- 

cult than in a random solution environment; vacancies in a 

random environment exhibit a lower activation barrier. Our 

analysis taking both factors into consideration indicates that, 

compared with the random NiCoCr GB, the GB containing lo- 

cal Ni-clustering and Co–Cr ordering exhibits more sluggish 

diffusion and thus a delayed GB phase transformation. 
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